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Abstract. The O(oxygen)-M(metal)-O(oxygen) molecule is a basic unit of
high-temperature super-conducting cuprates and colossal magnetoresistance
exhibiting manganates. This molecule can be regarded either as an element of
a linear chain or as an ingredient of the corresponding cuprate or manganate
lattice. The symmetry of the unit being different in the two approaches, group
theory imposes different limitations on conceivable vibrational modes and
atomic orbitals that control its transport and optical properties. We now cal-
culate the electron hopping energies along Cu(P)-O(A) bonds, sites for non-
local electron-vibrational mode coupling. We find the electric transport along
the O(A)-Cu(P)-O(A) molecule dominated by scattering from bond polarons
which is reflected in the two-branch character of the temperature dependence
of its electric resistance.

PACS number: 71.70.Ej

1 Literature Reference

There are two prerequisites of superconductivity: pairing and long-range phase co-
herence via interlayer (axial) coupling. Path-integral analyses suggest a coherent ax-
ial transport in normal state dominated by the scattering of fermionic excitations by
double-well potentials associated with apex oxygens [1]. However, magnetoresistance
data indicate that the axial transport in La2−xSrxCuO4 is largely incoherent, carriers
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undergoing significant in-plane scattering before hopping to another conducting plane
[2]. The axial leak is still an open issue.

The electric resistivity ρ in anisotropic high-temperature superconductors (HTSC)
is different in ab-plane and along the c-axis. Both ρab and ρc are measured as functions
of temperatureT and doping x in crystals with carrier concentration and quantum state
controlled by chemical substitution and external magnetic field [3,4]. The temperature
dependences of ρab and ρc exhibit common trends as T is increased: a semiconductor-
like decrease (dρ/dT < 0) at lower T followed by a metal-like increase (dρ/dT > 0)
at higher T .

2 Rationale of Present Work

We derive a temperature dependence for the resistivity assuming strong electron-
phonon coupling leading to polaron formation. A drift velocity is defined as the dif-
ference forth and back of the phonon-coupled electron transfer rate along the axial
Cu(P)-O(A) bond. The resulting temperature dependence is in concert with domains
of experimental data on high-Tc oxide.

This conclusion is independent of the form of the polaron potential. But in order
to make model closer to experiment [5], we consider double-well polaron potentials
splitting the apex oxygen site. We also make a guess on the symmetry of the coupled
vibration as A2u or A2g and Eu or Eg , axial and in-plane, depending on the symmetry
of electronic states involved.

3 Electric Transport along Cu(P)-O(A) Bond

For deriving a current, we define a drift velocity along the Cu(P)-O(A) bond, namely:

Jc(T ) = NeL[R+(T,F) −R−(T,F )] (1)

(N – carrier concentration, e – electron charge, L – bond length). R±(T,F ) are the
temperature – (T ) and field-(F ) dependent rates of electron transfer along the bond,
forth (+) and back (-). The phonon-coupled rate in an external electric field F :

R±(T,F ) = k12(T ) exp(±p.F/2kBT ) (2)

k12(T ) ≡ k12(T,0) is the zero-field rate. p is an oscillator-associated dipole. The
axial electric conductivity σc(T ) under the low-field condition (p.F � 2kBT ) for
F ‖ c-axis:

σc(T ) = NeLk12(T )(p/kBT ) ≡ Neμ(T ). (3)

The axial electric resistivity is:

ρc(T ) = (kB/NepL)[T/kC
12(T )] ≡ Pc[T/kC

12(T )] (Ω cm). (4)
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4 Phonon-Coupled Rate

A theory for k12(T ) is available. We used a harmonic-oscillator version [6]:

k12(T ) = 2ν sinh
�ω

2kBT

{ ∑
En�εB

2[1 − exp(−2πγn)]
[2 − exp(−2πγn)]

exp
−En

kBT

+
∑

En�εB

2πγ2γn−1
n exp(−2γn)

Γ2(γn)

(πFnn(q0, qC)
2nn!

)2

exp
−εR

�ω
exp

−En

kBT

}
. (5)

ν – renormalized vibrational frequency (ω = 2πν), Q – configurational (mode) co-
ordinate (q =

√
K/�ωQ), K = Mω2 – stiffness, Fnn – quadratic form of Hermite

polynomials:

Fnn(q0, qC) = 2q0Hn(qC)Hn(qC − 2q0) − 2nHn−1(qC)Hn−1(qC − 2q0)
+ 2nHn(qC)Hn−1(qC − 2q0). (6)

γn = (ε2αβ/8�ω)[1/
√
εR|En − εC | ] is Landau-Zener’s parameter. εB , εC , and εR

are barrier height, cross-over and reorganization energies, respectively. In our partic-
ular case, qC = 0, q0 is as given below.

5 Electric Resistivity

The electric resistivity ρc(T ) exhibits both observed features: it first drops steeply
within the thermally-activated branch of k12(T ) and then rises linearly with T as the
field-coupling term becomes predominating. In Fig. 1 our formula is compared with
experimental ρc(T ) plots at various x. Our theory applies to ρab(T ) data too. Fits in
Fig. 1 conform to the ρab(T ) experimental points too, however, up to a larger misfit
factor.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of ρc and ρab: experimental data (symbols), theory (solid
lines).
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The agreement between experiment and theory suggests that fermionic excitations
both in-plane and axial carry the normal state electric transport in a way contolled by
scattering through small polarons formed as these carriers couple to vibrational modes.
This conclusion is independent of the particular form of the local polaron potentials.
We further extend the model so as to account for the site-splitting potentials at oxygen
sites observed in experiments.

6 Site Splitting Potentials. Hamiltonian

The site-splitting analysis requires two narrow electronic bands and a mixing phonon
field of the appropriate symmetry [7]. The phonon coupling splitting the site, the mix-
ing mode is a symmetry-breaking vibration transforming according to an irreducible
representation of the point group. If the latter group contains the spatial inversion,
as at the O(A)-Cu(P)-O(A) molecule, the mixing mode will be odd parity for nearly-
degenerate electronic bands composed of opposite-parity states (Pseudo-Jahn-Teller
Effect). Such is the particular case of two oxygen-frame O(A) 2pz orbitals (odd par-
ity), on the one hand, and one in-plane Cu(P) orbital (even parity), on the other. The
mixing vibration may be one of the A2u or the Eu odd-parity modes, both symmetry
breaking. For sufficiently strong coupling, octahedral (tetragonal) site symmetry will
be lowered to that of an A2u- or an Eu-deformed octahedron. An alternative case is
that of two degenerate bands mixed by an even-parity symmetry-breaking phonon,
e.g. of the Eg symmetry (Dynamic-Jahn-Teller Effect). Mixing of Cu(P) 3d2

z and
3d2

x−2
y eg-symmetry orbitals produces the axial lengthening (tetragonal Eg distortion)

of CuO6 octahedra.
The site-splitting Hamiltonian is:

H =
∑
n,μ

En,μa
+
n,μan,μ +

∑
n,μ

Jn,μa
+
n,μ(an+1,μ +an−1,μ)

+
∑
nμν

gn,μνa+
n,μan,ν(b+n + bn) +

∑
n

(�ωn)b+n bn, (7)

where the sums are: local energy, kinetic (hopping) energy, electron-phonon cou-
pling energy, and phonon energy, respectively. n – site label, μ, ν – band labels
(μ, ν = 1, 2). a+

n,μ (an,μ) – fermion creation (annihilation) operators, b+
n (bn) - bo-

son creation (annihilation) operators, En,μ – local fermion energies, Jn,μ – fermion
hopping energies, gn,μν – fermion-boson coupling constants, ωn – bare phonon fre-
quencies. Point-group symmetry requirement: Γph ⊂ Γ1 ⊗ Γ2.

7 Local Dynamics

To adiabatic approximation, the electron-phonon coupling is semiclassical as the mode
coordinate Q =

√
�ω/K(b+n + bn) is a c-number. The local Hamiltonian (Jμ = 0)

is:
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Hlocal =
1
2
E12(|2〉〈2| − |1〉〈1|) +G(|2〉〈1| + |1〉〈2|) +

1
2
(P 2/M +KQ2) (8)

K = Mω2 – stiffness, M – reduced mass of vibrator, G = gμν
√
K/(�ω) – local

coupling constant, E12 = |E2 − E1| is the energy gap. In {|1〉, |2〉} basis, the first-
order-perturbation local energies are:

E± =
1
2

(
KQ2 ±

√
(2GQ)2 + E2

12

)
. (9)

The upper adiabatic branch (E+) is always minimal at Q = 0. The lower branch
(E−), minimal at Q = 0 for E12 > 4EJT, develops an instability (lateral minima)
at ±Q0, as the extremum at Q = 0 turns into a barrier maximum in between, at
E12 < 4EJT. EJT = G2/2K is the Jahn-Teller energy,

Q0 =
√

(2EJT/K)(1 − η2), (10)

η = E12/4EJT, is the distorted-configuration coordinate. The local polaron which
forms at η < 1 is off-centered relative to Q = 0, its configurational environment
exhibiting the lower symmetry at Q0.

Will this symmetry feature withstand the opposite increased kinetic-energy trends
of the finite Jμ?

8 Hybridized O(A)-Cu(P)-O(A) Molecule

A basic element of the MO6 octahedra in cuprates is the O(A)-M(P)-O(A) molecule.
Its energy spectrum is composed of: bonding (B), non-bonding (NB), and antibonding
(AB) levels [8]:

EB = EO +
1
2

(
εO-M −

√
ε2O-M + 8t2M-O

)
ENB = EO (11)

EAB = EO +
1
2

(
εO-M +

√
ε2O-M + 8t2M-O

)
.

Here εO - M = |εM − εO| where εO and εM are the energies of the oxygen |2pz〉 and
metal |3d2

z〉 orbitals, respectively, when these ions are far apart, tM-O is the hybridiza-
tion (M-O hopping) energy. EO is an oxygen level doubly-degenerate in the absence
of hybridization with the metal orbitals. For tM-O � εO-M, the hybridization brings
about but a small splitting of the doublet levels. The eigenstates are:

ψO = 2−1/2(|1〉 + |2〉)
ψB = sin γ|0〉 + 2−1/2 cos γ(|1〉 − |2〉) (12)

ψAB = sinβ|0〉 + 2−1/2 cosβ(|1〉 − |2〉),
where |0〉 is the 3d2

z orbital state, |1〉 and |2〉 are |2pz〉 orbitals of two lateral oxygens,
while tanβ = EAB/

√
2tM-O, tanγ = EB/

√
2tM-O.
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9 Symmetry of O(A)-Cu(P)-O(A) Molecule

The point group of the CuO6 octahedron is Oh in the absence of distortion [7]. The
symmetry-breaking vibrations of O(A)-Cu(P)-O(A) are O(A) displacements mainly,
even-parity Eg and T2g and odd-parity T1u and T2u. In a CuO6 octahedron with
tetragonal distortion, T1u splits to planar – Eu and axial – A2u.

The metal orbital 3d2
z is eg symmetry relative to the inversion center Cu(P), the

O(A)-Cu(P)-O(A) orbital frame vibrates as a a2u bi-orbital coupled to the A2u mode.
A Pseudo-Jahn-Teller (PJT) mixing of eg and a2u by the A2u mode is conceivable at
tM−O = 0 leading to a configurational double-well instability of the ground-state dou-
blet. The PJT mixing effect may be imprinted on the optical spectra. As hybridization
is let go, the doublet splits and coupling to the Eg axial mode is activated which results
in a Dynamic-Jahn-Teller (DJT) effect relaxing the instability at the upper component
while still leaving a configurational instability at the lower one.

For eg orbital symmetry, the symmetric quadrate Eg⊗Eg = Eg⊕A2g decomposes
into symmetry-breaking and symmetry-retaining components. A due account of the
point-group requires introducing two coordinates,QE and QA, so that the interaction
DJT Hamiltonian reads:

Hint =
∑

n

gE(a+
n2an1 + a+

n1an1)QE +
∑

n

gA(a+
n2an2 − a+

n1an1)QA. (13)

The conclusion that both PJT and DJT couplings comprise the electron-mode in-
teractions at the MO6 octahedra is essential for considering the quasi-1D polaron prop-
agation along c-axis.

10 Conclusion

It appears that the axial polaron transport in the cuprates is mainly controlled by scat-
tering from the ground-state double-well instability. Our fitting parameters point to
Jahn-Teller energies εJT ∼ 5 meV at gap energies εgap ∼ 0.1 meV. Apparently,
hybridization of the eigenstates is essential for carrier transport: Taking into ac-
count the electron hopping, e.g. tb1−a2 ∼ 15 meV [9], the B-NB energy gap is

εgap = 1
2 |Δb1−a2 −

√
Δ2

b1−a2 + 8t2b1−a2| ∼ 0.1 meV for Δb1−a2 ∼ 2.4 eV (clus-

ter calculation for a O(A)-Cu(P)-O(A) molecule). This is the energy gap in the basis
of hybridized symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the b1 and a2 molecular
orbitals of the La8CuO6 cluster. It now enters as an energy gap in the DJT mixing
of hybridized levels by A2g and Eg modes generating double wells and thereby a dy-
namic coupling which gives rise to the ρ(T ) temperature dependence.

Elsewhere, the semiconductor-like branch on the ρ(T ) experimental dependences
has been more or less enigmatic. While a metallic temperature branch of the normal-
state electric current has been anticipated, the thermally-activated branch is attributed
to two factors: disorder-induced Anderson’s loccalization, especially on chemical sub-
stitution (ρab) [3], and to scattering by double-well potentials [1].
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